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Shared Reading  
Pandarella
Before Reading 
Explain to students, that today during Shared Reading, we’re going to read Pandarella and 
be sure to point out important points in the story. Explain that throughout the next 4 weeks, 

students are going to learn about all of the things that good readers do and notice when they’re reading. 
Today, we’re going to preview some of the things that good readers do, for example, good readers make 
predictions, good readers think about the characters and setting of the story their reading and good readers 
pay attention to new words in the stories that they read. We’re also going to review literal and nonliteral 
language. 

Preview the Text: Go over characters and make sure to note “Furry Godmother” and “Pandarella”
Say to students: In the story that most of us know what is this character’s name? Why do you think the author chose 
these names for the characters in this story? Allow time for student responses and discussion. Discuss with 
students how the author changed the names since the characters in this story are animals. 

During Reading 
Page 6 Discuss that the invitation for the ball is in Chinese and point out the outfits the stepmother and 
stepsisters are wearing. Explain that this information can help us conclude that this story takes place in 
China. Why would it make sense for this story to take place in China? Discuss how the characters in this story are 
Pandas and Pandas live in China. 

Page 8 Turn and talk to your partner—Why was Pandarella crying? Walk around and listen in on conversations 
between students- When you come back together, call out good points in conversations that you heard or 
invite pairs to share points of their conversation with the class. 

Page 10 In the sentence “She waved her magic wand and suddenly Pandarella was wearing a beautiful dress and 
delicate glass slippers.” What does delicate mean? Allow time for discussion. Why did the author choose to use the 
word delicate? Discuss how this word is precise and helps the reader to understand how precious and fragile 
the shoes were that the Furry Godmother made for Pandarella. 

Page 13 Use what you already know about this story, why did the Furry Godmother warn Pandarella to be home by 
midnight? Discuss, how in other versions of Cinderella, the magic wears off at midnight, invite students to 
share what they remember from other versions. 

Page 14 Let’s check our prediction. On this page, we find out that the reason the Furry Godmother warned Pandarella 
to be home by midnight, was because the magic would wear off by midnight. Here is the evidence in the text, read, 
‘Suddenly, the clock began to chime midnight. The magic was about to wear off.’  Was our prediction correct?

After Reading 
Retell the story
Lesson/moral of the story 

Page 14 On page 14, I also noticed that the author uses literal language. “When Pandarella got to the ball, the prince 
couldn’t take his eyes off of her.” I want you to think back to when we talked about literal and nonliteral language. Is the 
author telling us that the Prince’s eyeballs were actually on Pandarella? Turn and talk with your partner. Walk around 
and listen in on conversations between students- When you come back together, call out good points in 
conversations that you heard or invite pairs to share points of their conversation with the class. Why do you 
think the author chose to use literal language? Makes the story more interesting, helps the author to make 
their point through exaggerated language. 

Invite students to share other examples of literal language that were previously discussed- revisit chart. Be 
sure to ask students to explain the difference between literal and nonliteral language. 
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Key:
1= rarely demonstrates this behavior 
2= inconsistently demonstrates this behavior 
3= successfully demonstrates this behavior 

Week 1—Language

Read to Achieve: Reading Behaviors

Behavior Date Date Date Date

The child:

Ratings Ratings Ratings Ratings

Use sentence-level context as a clue to the meaning of a word 
or phrase.  
L 3.4a

Use sentence-level context as a clue to the meaning of a word 
or phrase.  
L 2.4a

Use sentence-level context as a clue to the meaning of a word 
or phrase.  
L 1.4a

Distinguish the literal and nonliteral meanings of words and 
phrases in context (e.g., take steps).  
L3.5a

NOT APPLICABLE

NOT APPLICABLE
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Meeting the Common Core
CCSS .ELA-Literacy .RI .2 .1;  
CCSS .ELA-Literacy .RI .2 .5;  
CCSS .ELA-Literacy .RI .2 .7

Provide More Practice
Use these texts for further practice 
with determining key details:
•  Leading the Way
•  Pull, Lift, and Lower
•  Save the Animals
•  To the Core . . .
•  World Cultures

Objectives
Students will:
•  demonstrate understanding of key 

details in a text .

Support Learners
If students need extra support to 
understand how key details support 
the main ideas in text, then
•  write a question in the center of 

RI:4 and have students work with 
you to examine the text for key 
details that answer the question .

•  emphasize that details may be 
found in the text, but they may 
also be found in illustrations that 
accompany the text . Examine 
the text together to review the 
illustrations . 

•  list details for students and ask 
students which details support a 
main idea in a text—and which do 
not . Have them explain why .

Animal Hibernation

Key Details
Introduce the Lesson
Introduce the Text Show students the cover and say: Isn’t that animal cute all 
snuggled up in its warm nest? In this book, we will read about animals that hibernate. 
They find warm winter shelters and rest, or hibernate, until the spring. As we read, 
we’ll look for key details about hibernating animals.

Introduce the Strategy This book is full of important information about 
hibernating animals. Important ideas are called key details. These details are more 
important to remember than others. As strategic readers, we ask ourselves, “What are 
the most important ideas in the text? What details tell me more about the important 
ideas?” Identifying details in the text allows us to take away the most important 
information from our reading.

Demonstrate and Collaborate
Model Strategy Use I know that there can be many details in a text, so how do 
I decide which details are the most important to pay attention to and remember? The 
author gives me clues to what is important to know about this topic. For example, in 
many informational texts, the author uses headings; these show the main idea of a 
section of text. Watch as I review the table of contents, which shows the headings for 
this book. I notice that some of the headings are questions such as “Which Animals 
Hibernate?” and “Do Hibernators Eat?” I know that the key details on these pages will 
answer these questions. 

Not all of the headings are questions. Watch what I do on page 11 to help me determine 
the key details. I can turn the heading into a question. I change “A Place to Rest” into 
a question that asks, “Where do hibernators rest?” Then, I read the text to find key 
details that answer that question. I notice that the text mentions that animals hibernate 
in dens in hillsides and under logs, rocks, trees, and bushes. These details answer the 
question that I made from the heading, so I know these are key details.

Now, I wonder if there are other key details in the text. I notice the author has placed 
a word in bold print—frostline. Boldface words are words the author thinks are 
important details, or words that need more explanation. This text had frostline appear 
in boldface because it is a key detail about where animals hibernate.

I also know that authors usually include pictures that illustrate the most important 
ideas on a page. I can see a bear that has dug a hole deep into the ground. This is a key 
detail for me to remember to better understand the places where animals hibernate.

Collaborate with Students Let’s look at the text on pages 8 and 9 together. What are 
the key details on these pages? Turn and talk with a partner as you identify key details.

After students have had a moment to confer, volunteers can list some of the 
key details. As students volunteer key details, ask: How do you know this detail is 
important? 

Support Independent Practice
• Display RI:4: Key Details. Point out the spaces for students to list a question 

and key details that answer the question.
• As students work, circulate to make sure that they are listing key details and 

not just interesting facts. Ask: How do you know this detail is important?
• Be sure students examine the text features, such as photographs, headings, 

and any special features. 
• Look for opportunities for students to use RI:4 with additional texts. Use 

this resource whenever students need support identifying key details in an 
informational text.
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Key Details
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